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ABSTRACT: 

                             Mining the frequent items from the large amount of databases by using 

association rules requires high domain knowledge in the specification of minimum support 

threshold which is risky, in order  to overcome  that a  new  algorithm based on coherent rules is 

proposed. To develop a new algorithm based on coherent rules, user scamming the items 

without domain knowledge and mine the items efficiently when compared to association rules. 

The negative association scanal so be generated effectively by using coherent rules. 
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Introduction: 

                      The process of extracting information from large databases is termed as data 

mining. Different algorithms are used to extract the data, by using association rules frequent 

items are discovered from database by specifying minimum support threshold value. The items 

mined require domain knowledge[3] and statistical methods to specify that threshold value. If 

the threshold value is very high rare items may be missing, if it is low there may be 

inconsistency in the items retrieved [1]. 

         Some interesting rules are missing for future analysis which leads to errors in 

decision making, for mining rare items[4] they are grouped into arbitrary items becomes 

frequent items this is called rare items problem defined by Manila[5]according to Liuet.al. and 

another method is to split the data set in to several blocks according to the frequency and mine 

each block using minimum support threshold although some association rules involving both 

frequent and rare items across different blocks is lost. 

         Later frequent items are mined using multiple minimum threshold called minimum 

item support(MISs)by Liuet.al [4],Linet.al[6],after item saremined using minimum 

relativesupportandminimumconfidenceeventhoughtheyarenotproperlycorrelated[2] then by 

using lift, leverage the minimum threshold is calculated and the items are mined and they 

arenotasymmetricalsotoovercomethisanapproachofcoherentrulesusing implications is used to 

mine the items through which the associations rules are discovered. Inherently, using some 

standard logic tables called implications. The frequent items which are extracted don’t require 
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specification of minimum threshold and the items can be mined without having the domain 

knowledge. The association rules can be derived inherently by using the se coherent rules. 

 

Problems in Existing Association Rule Mining 

 Existing association rule mining algorithms are based on minimum support threshold in order 

to generate rules which require domain knowledge, in this case interesting rules are missing for 

future analysis. 

 Different minimum support threshold would result in consistent mining results even when the 

mining process is performed on the same dataset. 

 Association rule discovered using support and confidence may not be correlated in statistics. 

 Some rules may not be interesting due to high margin al probabilities in their consequence item 

sets. 

 Frequently co-occurred association rules even with high confidence values may not be truly 

related and Association rule mining algorithms have high correlation error rate 

Algorithms:  

A priori Algorithm: 

TheAprioriAlgorithmisaninfluentialalgorithmforminingfrequentitem setsforBoolean association 

rules  

Key Concepts: 

• Frequent Item sets: The sets of item which has minimum support (denoted by Lif or i
th

Item set). 

• A priori Property: Any subset of frequent item set must be frequent. 

• Join Operation: To find Lk, a set of candidate k-item sets is generated by joining L k-1 with itself. 

TheApriori Algorithm: Pseudo code 

JoinStep: Ckis generated by joining Lk-1with itself 

PruneStep: Any(k-1)-item set that is not frequentcannot be asubset of afrequent k-item   set 

• Pseudocode: 

•Ck: Candidateitem set ofsizek 

•Lk: frequent item set ofsizek 

•L1={frequent items}; 

•For (k=1; Lk! =∅;k++)do begin 

•Ck+1= candidates generated from Lk;
 

•For each transactiontin databasedo 

•Increment the count of all candidates inCk+1thatare contained in t 
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•Lk+1= candidates in Ck+1with min_support 

•End 

•return∪kLk; 

Coherent Rules Algorithm

 

Input: D-a database, Y-a consequence item set 

Output: CR-a set of coherent rules 

1. CR <-Ɵ 

2.I<-find a set of unique items from D 

3.Let A=I-Y 

4. Y.count <-total counts of Yin D 

5. Op (A)<-virtually map the power sets of A to the indices of a binary system 

6. For each i-th element of the power sets of A in order of Oi 

X<-{pi: i€P(A)} S(X, Y)<-XY.count 

S(רX, Y)<-Y.count–S(X,Y) If S(X, Y)>S(רX, Y) 

If equation (2) is met, CR=CRu (X, Y) Loop [6]until i=|P(A)| 

Remove all power sets of A having the i
th 

element 

7. Return CR. 

The flow chart of our process is as follows the tag data is taken as input for the applying all 

these rules and to that data by pre- processing is carried and the ranking algorithm is applied on 

that data then it converted to numerical data and on that data the association rules are applied 

and coherent rules also applied and analysis of both algorithm is carried. The data collected 

from the delicious website Delicious (formerly del.icio.us) is a social bookmarking web service 

for storing, sharing, and discovering web bookmarks. The site was founded by Joshua Schachter 

in 2003 and acquired by Yahoo! in 2005. By the end of 2008, the service claimed more than 5.3 

million users and 180 million unique bookmarked URLs.It is headquartered in Sunnyvale, 

California. The site was re-sold to AVOS Systems on April 27, 2011
[4]

 and launched in a "back 

to beta" state on 27 September that year. Delicious uses a non-hierarchical classification system 

in which users can tag each of their bookmarks with freely chosen index terms (generating a 

kind of folksonomy). 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_bookmarking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Locator
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Fig 1: Describing the activities of our process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-Processing 

              Before data mining algorithms can be used, a target data set must be assembled. As 

data mining can only uncover patterns actually present in the data, the target dataset must be 

large enough to contain these patterns while remaining concise enough to be mined in an 

acceptable timeframe. A common source for data is a data mart or data warehouse. Pre-

processing is essential to analyze the multivariate datasets before data mining. The target set is 

then cleaned. Data cleaning removes the observations containing noise and those with missing 

data. Data mining involves six common classes of tasks:  

 Anomaly detection (Outlier/change/deviation detection) – The identification of unusual data 

records, that might be interesting or data errors and require further investigation. 

 Association rule learning (Dependency modeling) – Searches for relationships between 

variables. For example a supermarket might gather data on customer purchasing habits. Using 

association rule learning, the supermarket can determine which products are frequently bought 

together and use this information for marketing purposes. This is sometimes referred to as 

market basket analysis. 

 Clustering – is the task of discovering groups and structures in the data that are in some way or 

another "similar", without using known structures in the data. 

 Classification – is the task of generalizing known structure to apply to new data. For example, 

an email program might attempt to classify an email as legitimate or spam. 

 Regression – Attempts to find a function which models the data with the least error. 

Tag Data 

         Ranking Algorithm 

       Preprocessing of data 

          Standardization of data 

         Applying 

Association Rules 

Applying Coherent 

Rules 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mart
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_warehouse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multivariate_statistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_cleaning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_noise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missing_data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missing_data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missing_data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anomaly_detection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_rule_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
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 Summarization – providing a more compact representation of the data set, including 

visualization and report generation. 

        The final step of knowledge discovery from data is to verify the patterns produced by the 

data mining algorithms occur in the wider data set. Not all patterns found by the data mining 

algorithms are necessarily valid. It is common for the data mining algorithms to find patterns in 

the training set which are not present in the general data set. This is called over fitting. To 

overcome this, the evaluation uses a test set of data on which the data mining algorithm was not 

trained. The learned patterns are applied to this test set and the resulting output is compared to 

the desired output. For example, a data mining algorithm trying to distinguish spam from 

legitimate emails would be trained on a training set of sample emails. Once trained, the learned 

patterns would be applied to the test set of emails on which it had not been trained. The 

accuracy of these patterns can then be measured from how many emails they correctly classify. 

A number of statistical methods may be used to evaluate the algorithm such as ROC curves. If 

the learned patterns do not meet the desired standards, then it is necessary to reevaluate and 

change the pre-processing and data mining. If the learned patterns do meet the desired standards 

then the final step is to interpret the learned patterns and turn them into knowledge. In this way 

the preprocessing stage is carried where we are using different standardization techniques by 

using normalizations methods is applied and on this data associations based on confidence the 

rules are obtained based on accuracy the coherent rules is obtained and the rare items also 

discovered, and the results is analyzed. 

 Methodology: 

1. We have collected data samples from the delicious website. 

2. The ranking algorithm is applied on that data samples  

3. On that data samples the preprocessing technique is applied by using some standardization 

called normalizations. 

4. On that data the a priori algorithm is applied  

5. The coherent rules algorithm is applied  

6. The results are compared and analyzed; the detail discussion of these steps is as follows. 

              The java language supports packages which is a container of classes and the packages 

which are used in the weka tool is added to the jar folder and the jar folder contains predefined 

results extracted by using weka tool it is a software for data mining Waikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis (WEKA)  developed by the Department of Computer Science, University 

of Waikato, New Zeal and Data mining / Machine learning software written in Java (distributed 

under the GNU Public License) Used for research, education applications. Since the data is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summarization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overfitting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_set
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Training_set
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_operating_characteristic
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collected from the delicious website by using post methods in java we are interacting with the 

delicious website to enter these data the concept of swings which acts like a graphical user 

interface the interfacing concept of java is being used. To inherit the properties of the main 

frame to GUI class the inheritance concepts is used. In this way the delicious website is 

designed by using the object oriented programming concepts of java by calling the predefined 

methods the results have been obtained and using assigning concepts the values have been 

assigned the concepts of network independency and security of java language is used in the web 

design. 

 

Input data and results obtained 

Tagid Linkid Date Tagname TagClass 

1 16693 19:26.5 Portland yes 

2 16693 19:26.6 Maine no 

3 16693 19:26.6 meetup yes 

4 16167 02:17.1 mefi yes 

5 16167 02:17.1 deleted no 

6 16167 02:17.1 reason no 

7 10644 43:25.3 images yes 

8 10644 43:25.3 etiquette no 

9 10644 43:25.3 trends yes 

10 12716 30:33.6 Philadelphia yes 

11 12716 30:33.7 meetup no 

12 12716 30:33.7 photos no 

13 13156 40:27.0 meetup yes 

14 13156 40:27.0 pictures no 

15 13156 40:27.0 chicago yes 

16 8811 13:54.0 meetup yes 

17 8811 13:54.0 sanfrancisco no 

18 8811 13:54.0 photos no 

23 695 23:51.9 blogger yes 

24 695 23:52.0 livejournal no 

25 695 23:52.0 webby yes 

26 695 23:52.0 weblogs yes 

27 695 23:52.1 ev no 

28 11595 45:20.2 music no 

29 11595 45:20.2 collaboration yes 

30 11068 46:30.1 html yes 
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The Tag data that is observed from the delicious website is taken as input and the data is collected 

in such a way that the tags having highest occurrence is taken by ranking technique this highest 

tag details can be discovered and on this data by applying preprocessing techniques like data 

cleaning and by standardization of data like applying normal forms on this data the algorithms 

like association and coherent is applied by association the rare items cannot be discovered since in 

this the rules are mined according to the confidence value and in coherent rules base on accuracy 

all rules can be discovered so that the rare items problem can be solved by using coherent rules. 

Preprocessing stage results 

 

 

 

Results obtain by using association algorithm 
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Results Obtained by coherent rules 
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The best rules found by associations are 

1. Tagname=Maine=0 98 ==>Tagid=2=0 98    <conf:(1)> 

 2. Tagid=2=0 98 ==>Tagname=Maine=0 98    <conf:(1)> 

 3. Date=19:26.6=0 97 ==>Tagid=2=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 4. Date=19:26.6=0 97 ==>Tagid=3=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 5. Date=19:26.6=0 97 ==>Tagname=Maine=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 6. Tagid=1=0 Tagname=Maine=0 97 ==>Tagid=2=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 7. Tagid=1=0 Tagid=2=0 97 ==>Tagname=Maine=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 8. Tagid=3=0 Date=19:26.6=0 97 ==>Tagid=2=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 9. Tagid=2=0 Date=19:26.6=0 97 ==>Tagid=3=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

10. Tagid=2=0 Tagid=3=0 97 ==> Date=19:26.6=0 97    <conf:(1)> 

 

Best coherent rules found: 

  1. Linkid=678 6 ==> Date=17:36.9 6    coherent rule accuracy(0.94884) 

  2. Linkid=12301 6 ==> Class=yes 6    coherent rule accuracy(0.94884) 

  3. Date=17:36.9 6 ==>Linkid=678 6    coherent rule accuracy(0.94884) 

  4. Linkid=9054 5 ==> Date=57:43.1 5    coherent rule accuracy(0.9354) 

  5. Linkid=10725 5 ==> Date=53:18.9 5    coherent rule accuracy(0.9354) 

  6. Date=53:18.9 5 ==>Linkid=10725 5    coherent rule accuracy(0.9354) 

  7. Date=57:43.1 5 ==>Linkid=9054 5    coherent rule accuracy(0.9354) 

  8. Linkid=12359 4 ==> Date=50:09.0 4    coherent rule accuracy(0.91552) 

  9. Linkid=12398 4 ==> Date=48:06.0 4    coherent rule accuracy(0.91552) 

 10. Date=48:06.0 4 ==>Linkid=12398 4    coherent rule accuracy(0.91552) 

. 

. 

99.  

       In this way all the items are discovered from the database and by solving the concept of 

minimum threshold the coherent rules are mined. 
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Conclusion 
By using the coherent rules all the items are discovered without specifying the minimum 

threshold so the items from the database can be discovered easily for further improvements on 

different data types these algorithms are applied and their results can be analyzed. 
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